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Glassboard.me
Status: Work-in-progress
About: In May of 2012, I teamed up with a small group
of brilliant scientists and programmers at Yale University to develop a novel, incredibly powerful and
intuitive collaboration and identification network for
research scientists. As of yet, the world of research
science is plagued by poor communication—so
bad in-fact, that the best way to project manage is
through email. Therefor, Glassboard has created a
powerful, yet easy-to-use project management suite
that helps collaborators manage their team research.
Furthermore, we have patented a search algorithm,
BrainRank™, that allows scientists to find potential collaborators that are much more closely linked to them
(through mutual work, colleagues, etc).
Responsibilities: I am the Lead Designer and have
designed and implemented (through a combination of
HTML5/CSS3 and Javascript/jQuery) the entire user
interface and portions of the user experience. We are
still in prototype stage with the project, but I have
personally created a demonstration site, which helps
explain the Glassboard workflow.
Link: http://miniaevdesign.com/glassboard

Zurich Consulting
Status: Completed
About: In June of 2012, I was contacted by Zurich
Consulting in New York City. Zurich Consulting is a
new company which seeks to help other businesses
with a number of services, ranging from security to
financial planning. I quickly discovered during our
initial meetings that Zurich had no brand, no logo, and,
most importantly, no website. Therefor, I was asked
to design a logo and a web site that would be simple,
yet sophisticated. I was able to do so quickly and efficiently, leaving an extremely pleased client.
Responsibilities: I created the logo, various art directions, and final artwork for the website. I then took this
final artwork and transformed it into a fully dynamic
HMTML5/CSS3 site, with UX functionality through
jQuery, and PHP integration for contact/mailing features.
Link: http://zurichconsultants.com

English Arcade
Status: Work-in-progress
About: I was recently contacted by a friend who,
along with another contact and an English instructor,
has started an online English learning experience for
Asia, specifically China. The project is still in its infancy,
but we have already made great progress, running
marketing campaigns to gauge potential user interest,
and using the results to create lessons and develop
a brand. After spending many design sessions with
the founders, we have decided to pursue the arcade/
space motif as our general art direction, in order to
give the site a vibe of interesting, fun, and engaging
online education.
Responsibilities: I have designed the brand, the logo,
the marketing material, and the website. I have further
developed the website using HTML5/CSS3, jQuery,
and PHP using Wordpress as the CMS to drive content delivery. Almost all aspects of the current site are
CSS3, and images are used sparingly where it is physically impossible to use pure CSS.
Link: http://english-arcade.com

Ovation Piano Competition
Status: Completed
About: In November of 2012, I was asked by the
Ioudenitch Academy of Arts and Music to help design
a brand and website for their new project: the Ovation Young Artist Competition. The requirements of
the site were fairly simple. There needed to be blog
functionality, multimedia links, about, rules, schedule,
and contact pages, and an online application. Furthermore, the entire site needed to be completed in
under 2 weeks. Done and done. I finished the project
in the necessary time, and the competition was a huge
success!
Responsibilities: I created the logo, web design, and
development of the site on the Wordpress CMS in
HTML5/ CSS3, jQuery, and PHP.
Link: http://www.ovationpianocompetition.org

CourseBooks.com
Status: Completed
About: In 2011 a Computer Science student at Yale
University contacted me, requesting that I redesign
the website for his brand-new startup: Books@Yale.
Books@Yale helped students purchase necessary
coursebooks at the lowest price by comparing online
vendors and pooling the results in one location. Students selected their courses from a drop-down menu,
and were presented with a list of books necessary for
each course, and online-retailers with their various
prices for these books. Students could populate shopping-carts right from the website, and then go to each
respective retailer for checkout. Fast-forward 1 year:
Books@Yale is now CourseBooks.com and business is
booming.
Responsibilities: I designed the logo, website UI and
UX, and the Panda mascot illustrations. Furthermore
I created the HTML/CSS and jQuery for my client to
incorporate into his back-end framework.
Link: http://coursebooks.com

International Summer
Piano Academy
Status: Completed
About: Recently Ioudenitch Academy of Arts and
Music reached out to me once more. One of the
Academy’s professors, Stanislav Ioudenitch, has a
yearly Summer Piano Academy for which he wished
to create a web-page. Since the summer academy is
carried out in a new city around the world each year,
I came up with a design that would allow customization, depending on location. Furthermore, as this is yet
another project of the Ioudenitch Academy, I developed branding that would tie this project visually to
the Academy itself.
Responsibilities: I created the supporting branding,
art direction, and final artwork. I then took this final
artwork and transformed it into a fully dynamic HMTML5/CSS3 site, with UX functionality through jQuery.
Form elements were custom, as was the PDF form
generation script during payment selection.
Link: http://www.ioudenitch.com/summeracademy/

Russian Poetry Digital
Companion
Status: Work-in-progress
About: In late 2012, I was contacted by a professor of
Russian at Yale University. Professor Titus, has developed a new method of helping students learn Russian,
by authoring a book on Russian poetry, with a twist.
The book contains original poems linked directly to a
list of glossary terms, and a set of exercises associated
with the terms and the original work. Professor Titus
asked me to design a digital companion to her book,
where students can not only read a poem, highlight
glossary terms, and complete workbook exercise, but
also listen to audio of a narrator reading the poem or
section of poem. The resulting website was presented
at the largest Slavic Convention in the US in November of 2012, and garnered critical acclaim with the attendants. At the moment, I am working with Professor
Titus to port my designs to her other digital companion project for a Dostoevsky short story.
Responsibilities: I created the art direction, final art,
and the HMTL5/CSS3 with jQuery UX.
Link: http://clients.miniaevdesign.com/russianpoetry

Dostoevsky Digital
Companion
Status: Work-in-progress
About: Again in early 2013, Professor Titus contacted me to help develop a “digital companion” to her
Dostoevsky “The Meek One” reader. This reader is a
unique work of educational material, where a student
can not only read the short story in Russian, but can
immediately see glossary terms for unknown words
in the gutter, and solidify learning through a series of
exercises related directly to each chapter int he back
of the book. Professor Titus, wished for me to create
a website that would be a companion to this printed
material. The website would present the story in a
‘chunked’ fashion (similar to the sections on the book),
offer glossary terms on the fly, and—most importantly—play back audio for each section for the student to
follow along as they read. At the moment I am working to incorporate exercises and vocabulary cards into
the site. Furthermore, the original book, along with this
site has been put up for a national award in Russian
pedagogy.
Responsibilities: I created the art direction, final art,
and the HMTL5/CSS3 with jQuery UX.
Link: http://yalebooks.com/Meek/

Real Estate Locater
App Concept
Status: Concept
About: I developed art direction and pixel-accurate
UI and UX elements for a potential real estate locater
iPhone app. This design features many novel search
and filtering options, along with listing management,
and a conglomeration of features, poorly designed or
implemented in other real estate apps.

Audio Player Design
for beats by dr. dre®
Status: Completed
About: In October 2012, BareSkull Innovation, where I
fulfill the roles of Art Director and Head of Print Production, was contracted by Beats by Dr. Dre to design
and roll-out $1.5 Million worth of Beats Point-of-Purchase displays for Best Buy. Roughly 1/3 of the displays were to feature live-audio sampling in the field,
and the audio was to be provided by an Apple device
mounted into the display face. I was responsible for
creating the UI for the custom BeatsPlayer App that
the end-user would interact with when auditioning
audio. Since October, BareSkull has created another
$2-$2.5 million worth of POP displays that all feature
the Apple device control system with custom audio
player.
Responsibilities: Art direction, and asset creation and
preparation for iOS development.
Demonstration: Best Buy, Target, and Fry Electronics
locations that feature the BareSkull designed Beats
displays.

GRAPHIC

Russia: A Brand-in-Waiting
About: For my Senior Project in Graphic Design, I decided to refresh the perception of Russia on the global stage. Russia has had a tumultuous past, full of extremes and uncertainties.
However, the country and culture are very old, and its a shame that this wealth of information hasn’t been promoted or reflected almost at all in the present ‘brand’. Therefor, after
a 3-month long audit process, I distilled Russia into my image for the ‘Russia of tomorrow’.
This new Russia embraces an updated double-headed eagle crest, free from religious connotations, but aligned with its historical past. The royal eagle resides on a newly refreshed
flag, with unique, bold, diagonal stripes. The ‘shield’ on the eagle’s chest becomes a motif,
which stretches into every ministry within the Russian state, and becomes a logomark in each
ministry’s personal brand. Furthermore, the updated country brand and ministry brands lend
themselves for creating promotional material, such as the mock-poster campaigns from the
Ministry of Culture.

Posters
About: A set of various posters designed for a number of projects and campaigns from the years 2008–2012.

Kazak Typeface
About: In Fall of 2011 I had the privilege of participating in an independent typeface design class with
two fellow students and an amazing faculty advisor. Our advisor pushed us to find an artistic vision
beyond the typical digitalization of an existing historic typeface, and so I embarked on a month long
research project to identify that, which I would be passionate about. I began exploring Russia, and very
quickly stumbled across fantastic images of Kazak culture and tradition, specifically clothing. I was
immediately attracted to the Kazak pant style, which is extremely baggy around the legs, but tightly
cinched at the waist and ankles. I took art direction from this image, and after purchasing a bolt of red
fabric, began experimenting with various ways in which I could drape the fabric to create letterforms.
After many days of experimentation, I began successfully creating balanced forms, which I proceeded
to photograph. These photographs were then taken into post production and distilled into their most
graphic forms. The final step was vectorization for potential future application. A video detailing the
process and all final letterforms can be viewed here: http://vimeo.com/kirillminiaev/kazak

Identity Crisis
About: At its core, Graphic Design concerns itself primarily (and mostly)
with the layout of type and the beauty of a letterform. And graphic designers, as they learn to tame the visual nature of a written word, begin to
collect beautiful examples of existing typographic treatments, and even
combinations of letters and typographic forms. Eventually many designers
start trying to create their own letterforms, or they develop and modify their
penmanship seeking to make it more beautiful. In my own work, I began experiencing an attraction to exactly this hand-drawn nature of the letterform,
both in its personal incarnations, such as diaries and doodles, and in public
work, such as hand-inked signage, posters, and logos. I began collecting,
and eventually compiled into printed form, a short book filled with examples
of hand-drawn letterforms. I asked people to draw their favorite letter for
me on a white, 8.5”x11” piece of copy paper with a black Sharpie. I took the
most interesting letters and blew them up way beyond their original size,
cropping-in onto inconsistencies of the strokes and other interesting features. I then opposed these personal letterforms with photography of public
letterforms, found on signs and posters around New Haven, CT. Lastly, I
stumbled across a wonderful article in the New York Times titled “Identity
Crisis” by Alex Kuczynski, in which she narrated her realization that a personal signature no longer means anything in the modern, technologically
advanced world. I hand wrote this article in-between the letterforms in my
compiled book, thus tying together the visual and ideological natures of the
written word/letter.

MINISTRY OF CULTURE REBRAND
About: Identity systems are a fairly modern development in logo design, and provide
unique design constraints, which, when overcome, often yield wonderful results. How does
one go about designing not one logo, but a system through which any number of logos
can be created, no one better or worse than the previous? So when I was presented with
the challenge of building an identity system, I first needed to select the proper institution
to ‘brand’ in this manner. At the time of this project, I had already started planning for my
Senior thesis, and so while researching Russia, became interested in its Ministry of Culture. The end result of my design process was an identity system composed of concentric
circles, the smallest of which contains images of modern Russia, the central—cultural works
such as patterns, painting, sculpture, or architecture, and the largest—images of historical
Russia, be they Czarist history, Communist history, or other. An animated motion design
video explaining the proper creation of a Ministry of Culture logo can be found at this link:
http://vimeo.com/kirillminiaev/mkrf

2011 Progress Report—
Yale Office of Sustainability
About: Working as a research assistant and designer for the Yale Office of
Sustainability, I was asked to create a short document that would provide an
update on Yale’s developments in creating a more sustainable campus.
In 2009, the president of Yale brought together a committee of faculty,
staff, and students to develop a multi-point plan detailing Yale’s efforts at
reducing water, paper, and food waste, increasing recycling efforts, switching to energy saving technologies, and many other initiatives—all with a hard
deadline of 2013. So in 2011, the Office of Sustainability needed a document
that would inform the University of the results achieved thus far, and areas
that needed significant improvement. I was asked to develop both the art
direction and final design of the document, keeping in-line with the strict
design guidelines of the Yale ‘brand’, yet still displaying information in an
engaging and creative fashion. I chose to create photo-info-graphics that
would, at a glance, provide the reader with pertinent statistics, and attract
enough interest for continued consumption of the document. In the end,
a limited run of the “Sustainability Update” pamphlets were printed and
distributed to key staff and faculty members on campus, as well as to the
president for presentation at international conferences and other high-profile events.

RECYCLING

We are making progress…

Yale has achieved its goal to increase
its recycling rate by 25%. Efforts to
maintain this success are essential in
the coming years.

Current State:
26.4%

Baseline:
21.2%

Goal:
26% increase
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Microloan funding provided
Yale Divinity School apartment
residents with a new-to-market
energy savings product called a
“Modlet.” The device monitors
and controls the energy
consumption of appliances and
electronics resulting in energy
and financial savings.

A group of undergraduate
students are participating in a five
week solar installation training
and then will conduct a survey of
flat roofs on campus to assess
prime locations for installing
solar photovoltaic panels.
The microloan funding will assist
in funding an installation.

Staff
Yale’s Peabody Museum is
using microloan funding to
install energy-efficient lighting
for its in-store display. The
projected cost savings from the
new installation will be $10,000
dollars per year.

Medical Campus

We have completed an analysis of water consumption by type. Further, eighty percent of campus water meters

|1

Goal:
25% reduction—
156,301 reams

Current State:
211,033 reams

Campus paper consumption from fiscal year 2010 to fiscal year 2011 has slightly
increased. To achieve the 2013 25% reduction target, we have to place a greater
emphasis on best practices for paper reduction.

During the first year of Yale’s $100,000 microloan program, $39,825 was awarded to three unique and
innovative projects. A wide variety of proposals were received from staff, faculty and students. As we
embark upon another year of the program we anticipate that there will be continued submissions of
creative and fresh proposals.

“Designing something pretty is
pretty easy. True innovation
requires much more … Naked
Thinking, if you will.”

Bear Prelogar and his team have
been designing and producing
some of the world’s most innovative products, environments,
brands, and technologies since
1991. Maybe its time you get to
know them, if you’re not working
with them already.

BareSkull Innovation
Dealerscope Insert

IUSACELL

ZONIK

About: The Dealerscope Magazine runs
monthly issues detailing the developments and
innovations in the retail and fixture worlds.
In preparing BareSkull Innovation for the CES
2013 show, I was asked to design an 8-page
insert, describing and showcasing BareSkull’s
most prominent work, to be printed and distributed to all members of the show and other
subscribers (over 100,000 individuals). The
design was completed in record time (1 week),
and has continued to be used as prominent
marketing material even after the show.

United Electronics Company, a division of Al-Fozan
Holdings, is the largest distributor and retailer of consumer electronics products in the Middle East. UEC
reached out to BareSkull Innovations to help them envision a new boutique CE retail brand (Zonik), which would
specialize in introducing consumers to the absolute
latest in trend-setting, hand-held mobile and CE products. Beyond developing the retail strategy, BareSkull
was also tasked to design and develop the retail stores
and mall kiosks and to create the web-site. In the process, we helped Zonik recognize that selling hand-held
electronic gadgets without selling the requisite movie,
music, and gaming content was like offering Ferraris
without access to gasoline! As a result, we also worked
with them to build the very first fully legal movie and
music download site in the Middle East.

BARRETT PRELOGAR

We were absolutely honored when the handlers for
Ricardo Salinas, one of the wealthiest and most powerful men in the world, let us know that he was interested in working with BareSkull to remake his Telecom
brand (Iusacell), and design and deliver its supporting world-class retail stores. Grupo Salinas was
investing massively in fiber-optic and wireless infrastructures, and needed to ‘set the stage’ in order to
educate consumers and impute new brand attributes.
The transformation was quite striking, and has been
featured in international books and periodicals chronicling retail design. Ricardo was so pleased with the
work that he subsequently hired our team to handle
retail identity refreshment and build-out projects for
most of his brands, including: Elektra, Banco Azteca,
Presta Prenda, TotalPlay, Salinas y Rocha, etc.

Chief Innovation Instigator. A serial entrepreneur, “Bear” prefers the challenges fought and
inspirations gleaned by consistently taking the “road less traveled.” During his 22-year career,
he has directly designed and produced more than 350 million dollars worth of products, displays,
and software/technology deployed into the Consumer Electronics, Telecom, Grocery, Fashion,
and Banking industries worldwide. During that same trek, he has developed and licensed intellectual property which has collectively generated more than two billion dollars in total revenue. A
renegade in all aspects of his life and work, his relentless pursuit of the extreme has propelled
him around the globe—consulting for venture-funded startups, billionaire tycoons, Fortune 500
brands, Saudi conglomerates, and even the U.S. Air Force. His unique, high-energy leadership style
is at once both fearless and brash. And it inevitably inspires design and engineering teams to write
more patents!

MONSTER
For years Monster Products, Inc. has written the book
on how to sell high-end consumer electronics products
and accessories, and for years the team at BareSkull
has been thrilled to aggressively partner and participate creatively in that success! From their massive
CES Exhibits to countless interactive retail display initiatives, we’ve helped Noel and his team ensure that
Monster’s events, exhibits, mall kiosks, POP displays,
and more are consistently MONSTEROUS.

MARTIN ORTIZ
Lead Industrial Designer. What do you get when you cross Italian and Argentinean genes, educate them at the renowned Facultad de Arquitectura Urbanismo y Deseño in Cordoba, Argentina,
and then transplant the finished package to Miami’s design district to soak up plenty of cool for
a decade in the hot sun? Well, you get a design Rock Star whose laid-back approach to business
and life are a refreshing and calming influence in boardrooms and design charrettes. Martin’s
insights are reflective and well thought through. His patient and diligent approach consistently
yields styling and aesthetic outcomes that are award winning, elegant, sophisticated … and, of
course, really cool.

DAVE WARNER

BEATS BY DR. DRE

SAUDI TELECOM

In only a few short years, Beats Electronics has risen
to the absolute forefront of the CE industry. Aggressively merging industry-leading styling, signature
performance attributes, and over-the-top marketing
has resulted in the explosive growth of a brand that
increasingly appears indomitable.

In 2009, we got a call from Saudi Telecom, who was
interested in totally remaking their brand in preparation for a wave of new foreign-owned telecoms
entering the Saudi marketplace. The King’s telecom
was preparing to unleash the new brand, a wave of
new product offerings, and a host of new high-tech
services at the largest consumer electronics show
in the Middle East (GITEX). BareSkull was challenged
with a number of highly-critical missions, including
the new industrial designs for several products, plus
the design, engineering, manufacture, and delivery of
an extraordinarily complex 28,000 square foot MEGA
exhibit. Best of all, we had to complete all facets of the
project in only 10 weeks from start to finish. Among
other things, that meant chartering an entire Boeing
747B cargo transport to get everything to Riyadh in
time. Wow!

BareSkull is pleased to enjoy a strong relationship with
Beats, having been tapped to handle design, engineering, and production of a dizzying array of exhibits and
retail promotional programs for them in 2012.
We look forward to many more in the coming year!

SIRIUS XM
The team at BareSkull Innovation began working with
Sirius Satellite Radio before their satellites were even
launched. Our first assignment was the development
of a software simulator that would help electronics
OEM’s and car companies glean an understanding of
how the satellite-radio interface (eventually) might
work on car radios. Our relationship has continued
uninterrupted ever since! Chances are strong, for
example, that if you’ve seen a Sirius Satellite Radio
display in a retail environment (Best Buy, RadioShack,
Walmart, Sam’s, or independent channel) or visited
a trade-show booth, then you’ve been looking at our
work. Over the years, in fact, we have designed and
delivered countless experiences, events, and retail
display programs for this exceptional innovator.

Lead Electrical Engineer. Dave’s methodical and pragmatic approach may be a bit unnerving to
the wild-eyed creative maniacs in a room, but it becomes an important and centering counterbalance. That given, Dave is anything but a naysayer. Rather, his basic outlook is that there is likely a
way to accomplish nearly anything given the deft selection and implementation of the appropriate
building blocks. He has exactly the right balance of attitude and fortitude to assemble a disparate
team of think-tankers, inveterate tinkerers, and subject-matter experts to ensure a successful
and timely outcome to even the toughest technology challenges.

KIRILL MINIAEV
Art Director. A graduate of Yale University, Kirill is a multidisciplinary designer with interests
and capabilities spanning the graphic, motion, animation, web, and 3D spectra. Kirill is like a curious cat—willing to pounce in aggressively and passionately. He lives and breathes creative energy,
coming up with fresh ideas which aren’t merely bold and beautiful to look at but are equally refined
and clever. For consumer audiences to hook in to your brand or product story, its not enough
merely to recite features and benefits. We must tap directly into emotions. Kirill is instinctively
expert at making that connection.

JOHN JASON PIESCHL
Lead Mechanical Engineer. “JJ” is an anomaly—the kind of person we’re afraid to showcase, since
nearly everyone we work with tries to steal him away from us! In high school he developed a more
efficient method for solving a particular mathematical equation that is now taught in some college algebra texts. His ability to solve the most complex mechanical design and engineering riddles
is absolutely uncanny; but even freakier is that he often solves them by himself in a day or two
when teams of consulting engineers haven’t been able to do so in weeks or, in some instances, in
months. No kidding.

